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Abstract

Vocabulary knowledge is crucial in the understanding of a material and in the development of the macro-skills, most especially reading. When reading, a person may overestimate or underestimate his/her vocabulary knowledge, thinking that she/he knows the meaning of words in the text. Also, to repair the lack of knowledge of a word in the text and to ensure comprehension, she/he may use vocabulary-learning strategies (VLS). This basic qualitative study aimed to identify and compare the presumed vocabulary knowledge and actual vocabulary knowledge and the VLS of grade 12 students of Angeles City, Philippines. To answer research questions, the researchers used an expository reading text, a semi-structured interview guide, and a researcher-made vocabulary test as instruments. They also utilized descriptive statistics and inductive and thematic analysis of qualitative data. Findings of this study reveal that the participants’ presumed vocabulary knowledge ranges from 57% to 97% of the self-reported unfamiliar words while their actual vocabulary knowledge ranges from 50% to 91%, which presumed vocabulary knowledge is higher than actual vocabulary knowledge, and that participants use eight VLS classified into themes. These results imply the need to enhance the curriculum, specifically on vocabulary, to facilitate learning of strategies and to provide more practice of the VLS through reading.
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1. Introduction

Vocabulary refers to the depth and breadth of words that people use, recognize, and respond to and is essential in communication. While comprehension and communication are possible with incorrect grammar, they are far fetched without vocabulary. That is why developing knowledge on vocabulary is a lifelong process and is of life-like importance [1].

Moreover, vocabulary is necessary in the development of all the macro skills which are speaking, reading, writing, and listening. People need rich vocabulary to grasp messages encountered in text and in conversations. They also need an extensive expressive vocabulary to write essays and researches and do oral presentations anywhere [2].

Specifically, vocabulary is one of the core components that reading comprehension has [1,3,4,5]. Reading comprehension pertains to a “meeting of the minds” of an author and a reader; it is present when readers’ mental representations of what they have read match the conceptual relations intended by authors. To comprehend, a reader must understand what the words in the text mean since word meaning makes up 70 to 80% of comprehension [6].

Meanwhile, vocabulary size is even predictive of later reading achievement [4] and overall academic performance [6]. Because students are likely to encounter 100,000 words, which are usually unknown [5], those with strong vocabulary tend to find reading easy and they also build their vocabulary as they read [4].

Despite its importance, vocabulary acquisition remains as one of the most difficult skills to teach and to learn. This difficulty may be rooted from poor schemata. According to the Schema Theory, students with restricted prior knowledge have more trouble learning new words [2]. They may also experience the Matthew Effect [4]; that is, students who do not really read well do not read, thus having deficit vocabulary building opportunities.

In the Philippines, the knowledge on vocabulary is
salient especially for junior and senior high school learners for them to meet the competencies required by the Department of Education (DepEd) and to survive other reading demands which are usually academic [8]. Among the senior high school subjects requiring much reading and vocabulary knowledge are Practical Research 1 and 2 and English for Academic and Professional Purposes. The same subjects target competencies which are pre-requisite in tertiary education. However, not everyone in the higher grades is ready for the requirements. Some reasons behind poor vocabulary include poverty and lack of exposure to meaningful conversations, vocabulary instruction, and poor reading [9]. As a result of poor vocabulary, students encounter difficulty with fluency [5], with standardized tests [4] and with reading in general [4,6].

To address concerns on vocabulary learning, readers can employ a variety of vocabulary-learning strategies (VLS) [10-13]. VLS may involve preferences and procedures, entail knowledge, and improve effectiveness in vocabulary learning. By teaching VLS, teachers help students to reach a level of vocabulary autonomy and later independence [15]. After discussions on VLS, students need much time in expanding vocabulary and learning word analysis skills, which are the building blocks of advanced literacy, in their language courses [16].

Because the K-12 curriculum was new, and it has not produced grade 12 completers during the time of the study, the researchers wanted to know if students in grade 12 possessed the expected vocabulary knowledge and knew and practiced the VLS which are in their language curriculum. This research, therefore, aimed to identify and compare the presumed vocabulary knowledge and actual vocabulary knowledge and identify the actual vocabulary-learning strategies of grade 12 students.

2. Materials and Methods

This paper is a basic qualitative research. The participants in this paper were six grade 12 students from the first batch of senior high school learners in the Philippines, particularly in the school year 2017 to 2018. They were chosen using purposive sampling, lottery method and snowball sampling techniques. They are L2 learners of English and regular learners without special needs. They met the criteria with basic vocabulary skills [8] and in grade 12 because the year level includes lessons on vocabulary and VLS. The schools were picked using lottery method; three were public schools while the other three were private schools. In the Philippines, both public and private schools target at least the minimum competencies set by the DepEd. Private schools usually have an advantage in terms of facilities and available technology; they too most often enrich the curriculum by using appropriate technology and even designing a special curriculum just like what two of the schools involved in this research did. All respondents were referred by the school heads or English teachers who agreed for their school to be included as locale. Participants signed informed consent form while the participant who was then under 18 years old had her parent sign the consent as well. All of whom are identified in this study by pseudonyms.

The researchers used an article titled Digital Realism [17] which they took from a local newspaper as reading text. The choice of expository text was influenced by the exposure of the learners to this text type. The researchers also used a semi-structured interview guide which centered on the words the participants considered difficult and their VLS. Also, they utilized a 30-item researcher-made, multiple-choice vocabulary test based on the model of Christ, Chiu, Currie and Cipielewski [18]. The words in the test were lifted from the reading text and considered unfamiliar to learners [19] as determined by three English teacher-informants. All four informants have been teaching English for at least 10 years and with at least master’s degree in English; two were teachers in grade 12 in two of the locales, one was a schools-division superintendent, and one has strong background on language assessment.

Using validation tools, the same informants validated the reading text and the multiple-choice test in which words were presented in isolation with four plausible options on the meaning of the given words. The researchers opted not to use the words in sentences to allow participants to use any VLS and underlined the same words in the reading text. A sample item is below.

9. Lavish
   a. simple          c. extravagant
   b. impoverished    d. moderate

During the data collection, each participant read silently the article, answered interview questions right after, then answered the test. While answering the test, they could refer to the text and easily find the underlined target words. Easily locating the words allowed them to apply their VLS.

The researchers audio recorded the interview and transcribed it manually. They analyzed data, coded them, and formed themes. Themes were created using conventional and inductive approaches as defined by Hsieh and Shannon [20] and Thomas [21]. All participants did member checking of the transcript and the analysis of the researchers.

3. Results

When asked what words they considered difficult, participants overestimated their vocabulary knowledge by naming fewer words as compared with the words they failed to answer correctly. Although the participants could
name any word in the text as difficult, they named the underlined words or those in the vocabulary test.

In particular, Jake identified one unfamiliar word (subliminally) but missed three (curating, fancy, and precipitated). Ervin named metanoia and musings as unknown but got four words (absurdity, curating, precipitated, and tedious) incorrectly; he did not consider those four words unfamiliar at first.

For clarity, the researchers underlined the terms the participants considered highfalutin and missed during the test. Ivy named 13 words (advocacy, aerial, ballistic, curating, deranged, lavish, metanoia, musings, persona, precipitated, scorched, subliminally, and tedious) but got 15 terms (absurdity, aerial, ballistic, candid, deranged, fancy, flawed, junkies, lavish, metanoia, musings, precipitated, tedious, vanity, and virtual) which were incorrect responses; she, however, missed answering eight out of the 13 words she considered new to her.

Bessy, on the other hand, mentioned two (metanoia and musings) but actually missed six words (absurdity, ballistic, curating, flawed, musings, and precipitated); she failed to answer just one of the two terms she identified as unknown prior to the test. Anna seemingly predicted the turnout of her test (20% errors) as she picked six words (curating, deranged, junkies, musings, subliminally, and tedious) in the text, which were unfamiliar to her. Although she got six incorrect answers (absurdity, aerial, ballistic, curating, flawed, and vanity), she got a cross mark in five words which she inferred were familiar. Fatima uttered that she did not know curating and metanoia, but she incurred four wrong answers (advocacy, curating, vanity, and vibe); one of them was truly unknown to her.

Table 1 details the perceived and actual vocabulary knowledge of the participants. Percentages were computed by dividing the number of perceived difficult word or number of words incorrectly defined in the test by 30 or the total number of unfamiliar words in the text.

![Table 1. Vocabulary knowledge as perceived and computed](image)

The themes that emerged from the interview were (a) Re-reading as umbrella VLS, (b) Using context clues in the same sentence and paragraph, (c) Using the dictionary, (d) Surfing the internet as the convenient choice, (e) Associating with familiar words and experiences, (f) Analyzing word structure, (g) Asking “reliable” sources, and (h) Reading as habit. The table below summarizes the number of respondents who chose these VLS.

![Table 2. VLS of respondents](image)

4. Discussion

Overestimation of vocabulary knowledge was also evident in the study of Shen [40] but the cited study is in an EFL context. Shen noted that participants mistakenly thought they knew the meaning of words with polysemy or multiple definitions. Possible overestimation in the current study can be traced from understanding the central message of the text especially because its topic is taking pictures for social media account. Readers tend to disregard some words in text as long as they comprehend content.

The most unfamiliar words based on participants’ perception alone were metanoia and musings (n=5 or 83% of the participants). Only Jake did not mention them as unfamiliar words. According to the test, curating is the most unfamiliar (n=5 or 83%); absurdity and precipitated (n=4), and ballistic, flawed, and vanity (n=3 or 59%) come next. With perception and test results combined, curating is the most unfamiliar word. Three perceived it as a difficult word and five missed selecting its correct meaning in the test. Curating is followed by musings and precipitated and absurdity, ballistic, and tedious.

The following are the participants’ VLS presented as themes.

**Re-reading as umbrella VLS**

All the respondents used re-reading as a strategy to know the meaning of unfamiliar words. Fatima read sentences with her perceived difficult words thrice while the rest, she read twice. Ivy said that her re-reading was done intently or seriously.

In Fatima’s sharing, one could infer that she also advocates re-reading not just for vocabulary but for comprehension. If a reader does not know the words in the text, then she/he would also find understanding the text problematic [6]. Fatima’s claim also supports the idea of multiple exposures to an unknown word [e.g., 23,24]. This exposure must be in different occasions and modes.
In addition, re-reading allows a person to understand a sentence better by paraphrasing [25] and by finding a clue in the sentence where the unfamiliar word appears. This finding agrees with those of Snell, Hindman, and Wasik [26] who learned that re-reading helps improve vocabulary though their respondents were pre-elementary learners. These readers read again the entire material, not only the sentences with unfamiliar terms.

This strategy of all six respondents is considered a self-learning strategy [2]. It is something one can do on his/her own. It, however, requires the admission among readers that they do not know a word.

Also, the respondents did not ignore the unknown word [2]. The move to know the meaning of a word before continuing reading means the word is crucial to understand the entire text. Instead of ignoring a word, the participants did metacognition particularly monitoring their understanding which led them to pinpoint a difficult word and exert effort to understand it [27].

Though the set time for reading was 15 minutes, the participants were not time pressured. No participant exceeded the time limit though all of them turned back to some pages previously read perhaps to re-read while answering the test.

Re-reading as VLS is an evidence of strong general vocabulary. A person re-reads knowing that in doing so, she/he can decipher the meaning of words through clues, structural analysis, association, among others. Without firm general vocabulary required in finding clues, structural analysis, and association, one cannot find word meaning despite reading again.

It is notable as well that re-reading is an umbrella strategy which enabled respondents to find clues in the same sentence and even associate the unfamiliar vocabulary with other words in the sentence. However, these other subsumed strategies are discussed separately in this paper. It is therefore safe to say that the participants’ VLS are eclectic or a combination of re-reading and another.

Using context clues in the same sentence and paragraph

All five respondents, except Ivy, employed the use of context clues to know the meaning of self-perceived difficult words. Jake, Ervin, Anna, and Fatima got hints from the other words in the sentence also by re-reading.

The use of context clues is a recognized technique [1,5,14,28,29]. Although Fatima searches for clues out of her self-proclaimed laziness, she does not realize that this strategy is demanding. It requires her to read again and to know the meaning of other words possibly related to the difficult word. Being a habit to Fatima, finding clues comes with ease.

Specifically, Jake and Fatima read again to find the hyphen and the clue turning point for metanoia. What they used is the strategy joining which allows comparing, classifying, and generalizing. In this case, Jake and Fatima generalized that turning point is related to metanoia perhaps because of the hyphen. In her statement, Ivy was certain that she learned the meaning of the 13 unknown words by re-reading and seeing the hints in the same sentence, thus underscoring the use of context clues found in the same sentence.

According to Anna, the use of VLS also requires rich vocabulary because words which may provide clues may also be unfamiliar to those with poor vocabulary. In such instance, a reader may not see the clue in other words anyway.

For captioning, Fatima saw syntax clue since other verbs appear with the word and applied the strategy joining. Since she saw captioning and uploading written with captioning, she classified all three as verbs and got a clue.

As to reason, Fatima stated that she thinks that using a dictionary is tiresome; that is why she resorts to context clues. To her surprise, she has learned so much from relying on context clues alone. Second, she is positive that authors deliberately provide clues. Depending on style and purpose, authors may be as giving. Scientific and technical texts may however come with limited clues since readers of such are assumed to be of the same field or knowledgeable about the topic and jargons.

The fact that the participants found clues is a good indicator of vocabulary knowledge. On the other hand, some readers cannot find clues at all; these readers then have troubles in reading [10].

Overall, participants referred to words in the same sentence. If they looked closely, they must have located the clues which are explicit in the same sentence among 21 of the highfalutin words. Generally, the author described the uncommon words using adjectives (e.g., absurdity, musings, and virtual), combined them with other words with parallel structure (e.g., curating), and provided examples (e.g., advocacy, flawed, and vanity).

Also, the paragraphs in which the word is written and even previous paragraphs provide insinuations leading to the meaning of the unfamiliar word. Other clues can be derived from the topic of a reading material, the goal of the reading material, and even the author of the reading material. These clues are however not as explicit as clues in the same sentence as the difficult words. In this pool, only Bessy read an entire paragraph to find hints. To her, an entire paragraph gives the context on how a word is used and what it possibly means. She applies this technique especially to words with multiple meanings. She is correct because the author of the text was generous in embedding the clues in paragraphs 1, 3, 4, 11 and 9 for the words fancy, tedious, junkies, and advocacy, respectively.

The reliance on context clues is also evident in the studies of Carranza, Manga, Dio, Jamora, and Romero [31]. Also, Schmitt [1] classified use of context clues as determination strategy.
On the contrary, in the study of Christ, Chiu, Currie and Cipielewski [18], the kindergarten learners learned better the words presented without context. Although the words in the vocabulary test are without context, all participants asked for permission and read the article while answering the test. The re-reading was done to look for possible traces of word meaning among the words surrounding the unknown word.

Although often used, context clues have limitations [5,28]. Fatima acknowledged this limitation. According to her, “some words are just left alone” or isolated. Isolated words offer no clue and no context at all.

**Using the dictionary**

Only Jake and Ervin did not mention the use of dictionary to know the meaning of unknown words. Although none of the respondents had a ready printed or digital downloaded dictionary on hand, the other four said the reference material is helpful to them. Looking for meaning by using dictionary is a determination strategy according to Schmitt [1].

The only brand mentioned by three participants—Ivy, Anna, and Fatima—was Merriam-Webster. In the grade 12 curriculum guide, monolingual Merriam Webster is mentioned along with English Oxford Dictionary. If teachers were faithful to the guide, they must have endorsed the same to their learners. Merriam-Webster Dictionary comes in printed and digital formats. While Ivy was interviewed at home and had her cellphone during this, she did not open it and later admitted that she does not have her own dictionary application in her phone. Bessy said she does not bring her printed dictionary all the time while Anna had no phone then because she just came from school during the interview.

Bessy likes printed dictionary which to Ivy is hard to use. The difficulty of using dictionary may root from not knowing the uninflected or base form of the word, its correct spelling, and correct alphabetical order, among others. Had Bessy used her printed dictionary, she might not have found the difficult words because they were in their inflected or derived form (e.g., deranged, flawed, scorched) in the text.

Ivy favors downloaded digital dictionaries. A digital dictionary contains meaning and other information or features which may not be presented in printed dictionaries.

Ivy later revealed that in class, students like her cannot openly use their phone with digital dictionary application. The teacher allows use of phone dictionaries only when she/he cannot provide meaning as requested by the students. Schools in the Philippines have policies prohibiting the bringing and use of phones as the latter prove to be distractive if they are not an instrument for cheating and gaming.

Fatima uses digital dictionaries for another reason. To her, these dictionaries are reliable and “updated”. The internet is another source of new terms or neologies. This format also allows for more word entry therefore harboring the image of “near” completeness. Dynamism of language is one reason why no dictionary is complete.

Because of technology, post-millennials such as the interviewees can access word meanings more easily and have means to verify meaning by comparing available references. In this case, on the other hand, all respondents singled out Merriam-Webster despite the online availability of other dictionary brands.

The students’ avoidance of using online dictionaries may also be because dictionaries offer definitions only in English, which may cause further confusion to the less advanced language learners.

Another challenge of using the dictionary is learning about words with multiple meanings. In the event participants referred to the dictionary, they may have to decide which of the multiple definitions apply. To define lavish and virtual, one needs to choose the second definition out of two given ones. Fancy, flawed, and subliminally are harder to define since the applicable meaning is only the third out of three or four choices. Deranged, junkies, musings, precipitated, and vanity are instantly defined by the dictionary but they come with alternative meanings too. The other unfamiliar terms come with a single definition.

This result, using the dictionary as VLS, affirms the studies of Haratmeh [3] and Choi [32]. In selecting the meaning of words, a reader must be mindful of how words are used. Definitions of idioms and figurative expressions are unavailable in a usual dictionary.

**Surfing the internet as the convenient choice**

Another strategy used by the participants is surfing the internet, particularly using Google as search engine. The researchers considered this as another theme since the participants singled out Google, not a particular dictionary, and since the dictionaries mentioned in the other theme were not internet-based or non-online. Schmitt [1] categorized this strategy as a determination strategy.

Although not restricted from using any reference material, all participants did not use any device to connect to the internet during and after reading the text. Also, none of the participants mentioned about the use of internet resources other than dictionary to improve their vocabulary. Other technology tools and games useful in developing vocabulary have been tried and proven effective in several studies [33-39].

There may be reasons why these tools are not fully explored. First is the cost of data or internet connection. The other issue is the speed and strength of such connectivity. Besides those, students may have priority searches or topics other than the ones related to vocabulary.

**Associating with familiar words and experiences**

Two interviewees named association as their VLS.
Associating is a memory strategy [1] for it involves recollection of past experience with another word or a personal experience which is related to an unfamiliar word. Jake and Ervin mentioned association and identified various means to employ the technique.

For example, Jake associated the word subliminally with subtle. The two words are really connected since both connote that something is not obviously presented. As an aside, Jake mentioned that he had incidental exposure to the word subtle through interaction with others. He, on the other hand, mispronounced the word. Such exposure is meaningful for it makes one remember a word through association [30].

To know the meaning of metanoia, Jake once more used association. Association this time was with a synonymous word. Jake had a clue on the meaning of metanoia for having identified its synonym which is change. He particularly used Positive Network Theory or synonyms [14]. This strategy is possible only when prior knowledge on synonyms is intact. Change is not in the text, but Jake remembered it and allowed association perhaps because of turning point.

During the interview, Ervin used personal experience as point of association. Hence, schemata, regardless of source, count. The researchers verified if the association of metanoia was with the animated film RPG Metanoia, Ervin answered, “Yes. And I simply tried to associate it in the context of the sentence. It is like turning point, my metanoia point. I associated it as a significant event.” At this point, he named associating as his top strategy but also relied on context clue using the word “turning”. The association is with a life event, particularly a movie encountered in childhood.

Lastly, Ervin found the clues insights and long which are evident in social media to arrive at the meaning of musings. His exposure to blogging is also a way for him to acquire vocabulary. To the same word, he also associated sounds and structure of words; particularly, he related musings with amusing and muse. Sounds in homophones may, on the other hand, mispronounced the word. Such exposure is meaningful for it makes one remember a word through association [30].

When possible, Ivy uses asking others as her VLS. Her reliable sources are her classmates who top the class. According to Ivy, one of her classmates is a good reference because of her intelligence. Ivy also said that vocabulary represents knowledge. The Aptitude Hypothesis of Anderson and Freebody assume that both vocabulary and comprehension reflect general intellectual ability. It states that the more intelligent a person is, the more words and the better comprehension she/he has. However, some experts simply relate vocabulary to comprehension [10,23].

Analyzing word structure

Jake and Ervin used analyzing word structure. For the word persona, Jake used structural analysis in a wrong way. He said that personal is the root word of persona; persona is actually derived from person. Jake answered persona correctly in the test.

Ervin also used structural analysis without his knowledge. He categorized this technique as a “different type of association”. Specifically, he identified metanoia and musings as the only unfamiliar words but did not analyze them structurally. Metanoia has Greek etymology but no known root word while musings roots from musing (meaning meditation). Musing has inflectional affix which is “s,” meaning plural. Other than plurality, the number of a noun may not be suggestive enough to tell meaning as in this case.

It is worth knowing that in some words (e.g., ballistic, candid, and vibe), this VLS may not work. These words are with only one morpheme or the smallest unit of a word with meaning. Hence, they cannot be broken down as to root word and affix. As for the words missed by Jake and Ervin, analyzing word structure may have yielded correct answers because curating and precipitated have root words and inflections while fancy has its root word and suffix.

This strategy is a favorite among Education student-participants [31].

Asking “reliable” sources

When possible, Ivy uses asking others as her VLS. Her reliable sources are her classmates who top the class. According to Ivy, one of her classmates is a good reference because of her intelligence. Ivy also said that vocabulary represents knowledge. The Aptitude Hypothesis of Anderson and Freebody assume that both vocabulary and comprehension reflect general intellectual ability. It states that the more intelligent a person is, the more words and the better comprehension she/he has. However, some experts simply relate vocabulary to comprehension [10,23].

Ivy also asks her teachers about word meaning. Based on Ivy’s statements, teachers include VLS in their instruction. They also make students check dictionary in the event they cannot tell the meaning of words. Occasions like this, therefore, give learners opportunity to practice their VLS. Teachers also promote the use of digital dictionaries as Ivy quoted her teacher for making her use the dictionary in her phone.

Generally, a student may have partial and shallow general vocabulary. Teachers may possess precise and even deep academic vocabulary. Both groups have
receptive and productive vocabularies. Teachers know content vocabulary depending on their specialization or major [28].

More specifically, teachers may have core academic vocabulary that is content specific and specialized or jargon words while students have rich conversational vocabulary which is non-technical [23]. For example, the words absurdity, advocacy, aerial, ballistic, candid, curating, fancy, flawed, musings, precipitated, vanity, vibe, and virtual may be known to both teachers and students. Absurdity, advocacy, curating may be academic and familiar to teachers of Social Studies while precipitated in the lexicon, receptive and productive, of a Science teacher. Virtual and vibe may be part of the lexicon of a Computer teacher and a techie student. Ballistic, candid, fancy, flawed, musings, and vanity may be general and conversational terms to students and even to teachers ever-present in the online world.

Thus, social strategy such as asking someone for word meaning extends from seemingly knowledgeable classmates or contemporaries to teachers, all of whom are non-native speakers of English. A native speaker is usually the reliable reference in this social strategy.

This result contradicts the conclusion of Sarah Hsueh-Jui, Yu-Ju, and Cloudia Ya-Yu [34].

Reading as habit

Fatima was the only one who mentioned reading as a contributory factor to vocabulary knowledge or VLS. After the interview, she told the researchers that her father inspired her by modeling reading and collecting reading materials. Building of vocabulary is very much possible as one reads [4]. The amount of actual reading and the quality of materials make reading contributory to vocabulary knowledge [2,5].

Based on asides, the researchers learned that Jake is into reading as well. He and Ervin love reading and writing for school paper. In fact, both entered the regional press conference. Jake competed in the editorial writing category while Ervin and his team placed third in radio broadcasting. In contrast, Ivy said jokingly that she does not read when not required and does not read long texts even when compelled to do so. Bessy and Anna read only academic and required texts.

Since the respondents were able to name their strategies, they were able to do metacognition. They thought about thinking and verbalized their strategies. Also, they have strategic competence or ability to repair problems in communication.

Overall, the participants think that the VLS they used in reading and use regularly are effective. Among those ranked, the most results-oriented are re-reading and analyzing structure for Jake, associating for Ervin, asking others for Ivy, and using context clues for Bessy, Anna and Fatima. On the other hand, Ivy used re-reading instead of asking during the reading and test taking.

The VLS also made them effectively identify correct word meaning. In analyzing the effectiveness of the top strategies, the researchers revisited the vocabulary test papers and checked if the participants answered correctly those words they named as unfamiliar during the interview. Jake identified subliminally as unfamiliar yet answered it correctly in the test thus getting 100%. Ervin said he did not know metanoia and musings prior to reading but used association and got both (100%) accurately in the test. Ivy answered five (advocacy, curating, persona, scorched, and subliminally) words correctly in the test or 38% of the 13 words which she thought she did not know. She applied re-reading. Anna answered deranged, junkies, musings, subliminally, and tedious or 80% of her perceived unknown words accurately. Lastly, Fatima answered metanoia correctly in the test but missed her other unfamiliar word curating, hence getting 50% effectiveness for using context clues.

The participants committed more errors compared with the number of unknown words they identified. Seemingly, they did not use the VLS in rechecking the meaning of words which they thought they knew. These words are absurdity, advocacy, aerial, ballistic, candid, curating, fancy, flawed, junkies, musings, precipitated, vanity, vibe, and virtual.

All of these words contain context clues, but Bessy missed four of these; Anna missed six; and Fatima missed four. Jake must have re-read the material and used structural analysis but did not answer curating, fancy, and precipitated though each word comes with a hint and can be broken down into root word and affix, either derivational (e.g., fancy) or inflectional (e.g., curating and precipitated). Meanwhile, Ervin could have associated absurdity with peak, curating with captioning and uploading, precipitated with tears and anger, and tedious with process if not with related personal experiences since he told the researcher that he likes posting pictures on Instagram and on Facebook. He was into blogging and video games as well before he got too busy in school.

Ivy had the most number of errors even if she said she read carefully the unknown words; she got lavish, aerial, metanoia, precipitated, deranged, and musings wrong. She declared all of these words as unfamiliar and perhaps re-read for word meaning.

These results imply the need to enhance the curriculum, particularly the instruction of vocabulary in senior high school, to improve vocabulary knowledge of learners, to give them realistic grasp of their vocabulary knowledge, to correct their erroneous notions such as that authors always provide clues to the meaning of highfalutin words and that using content clues is for the lazy, and to allow further learning and practice of VLS, more reading exposure, and more vocabulary-building experiences to occur.

5. Conclusions

The participants overestimated their vocabulary
knowledge but used VLS. All these strategies are unique since learners apply them differently compared to how others use them. The VLS using context clues, analyzing word structure, and associating are part of the lessons in EAPP. They must have been given more attention that is why the participants use them. Meanwhile, re-reading connotes the lack of automaticity in terms of vocabulary knowledge. The fact that the same strategy is a pre-requisite to associating and finding clues also implies that it is not a stand-alone strategy. While asking is an acceptable strategy, the researchers think that it defeats the goal of VLS which is reading autonomy. It is then the hope of the researchers that the exposure to the word through the social strategy becomes a meaningful one that could eventually prompt association and word learning. The results call for more reading practice for better vocabulary knowledge and application of VLS.

The paper acknowledges certain limitations such as snowball sampling and not testing the English proficiency of the respondents involved but recommends another sampling technique and testing of language proficiency to future researchers.
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